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Today’s transmission coming through the Omega
Communications Portal.

Today, as usual, I reach out to connect with you, just
when you are ready to be drawn together into the
receiving area of the Station of Light. There is the
aspect of you separate to your body, separate even
to your emotions and your thoughts which allows
you to be in this light energy Station and of course,
the initial space is labelled the receiving area. In this
space it is a transition space. It allows you to let go
of your activities of the day and to assemble here,
open heartedly and with an open mind so that you
will perceive the next line of energy and information
coming to you. It is everything that is appropriate for
you to recognise which will come to you individually
in these gatherings and that happens around and
within what the extra-dimensional Beings will bring
to you in this space.
Here it is, I allow the connection to be stronger so
that the Beings will come through to us clearly.

Commander Orem addressing you and in particular,
I am aligning each one of you into a pattern, you
might perceive this as specific groups and the
groups are, as it were, a pattern representing the
intentions and the particular energy frequencies that
you each are, even in your energetic light forms
here, and those energetic light forms create the
pattern around you and throughout you of your
physicality, in your daily activities, your daily
residences and the daily pathways you travel.
These are significant also in this gathering because
the patterning indicates the level of receptivity you
have to the incoming waves and fields of energy, of
light surrounding this planet, but emanating from a
much deeper aspect of Creation.
We would talk about the planet you exist on at
present as a physical entity and as an energy
pattern, for when you can perceive everything in an
energy pattern and your awareness is such that you
perceive yourself as an energy pattern, then you will
also perceive groupings of energy patterns
throughout layers of consciousness fields and these
are dimensional fields and spheres and Earth
sphere has its own dimensional aspect visible from
elsewhere existing perceivers within different
aspects of energy spheres.
We bring this to you in this way outside of your
common phrases and labels of particular planets or
galaxies or star systems and all of those are energy
systems.
You are moving into a different time portal. We
referred to time in the previous transmission to you.
In this regard, the aspect of the time portal changes
the patterning within you, within your light energy
system and we are using the word time in such a
way that we engage your senses and your memory

and your thoughts and the memories which are
contained within your energetic pattern.
The time we refer to are the connections occurring
in the overall energy matrix field surrounding you
and in this particular energy system we are
surrounding you in today, then you are being
correctly attuned in the right time dimension and
time portals for you to release more of the bindings
that have connected you fully into the Earth matrix
and releasing those allows you to become more
aware of the other fields and frequencies around
you. This is necessary for the adjustment of the
energy patterns throughout you.
You are having an impact on the energy systems of
the planet you are existing within and around and
because we are removing you from the actual
bindings and connections into that energy matrix,
you are able to become that energetic Light Being
which you are. Of course, this reminds you of that
state of energetic existence before you entered into
the Earth life form. There is emphasis on this,
because the importance of it relates to how you
engage the light coming into you through this portal
and the light is necessary for you to also inform your
physicality of the changes happening.
In a moment, when you are finely attuned to the
energy field, you are able to change the cellular
activity within your body so that it connects fully into
the energetic DNA that is functioning already in
pockets of existence within your consciousness and
this is expanding and is assisting you with new
creations. There is the resonating effect occurring
here within your light energy existence and
presence, which has already resonated with the
higher energy field, and there is also resonance
occurring throughout your physical body.
Everything of this has an imprint, has a pattern. The
pattern is the imprint already within your light energy
body and is available for the connection into your
physical form.

You may feel that having your physical form means
you have, as a necessity, to experience many
disorders, but the energetic change over-rides the
effect of the collective consciousness and balances
out many of your energy systems. In the balanced
state you are strong. It is similar to when you
experience yourself in this state as an energy
system, totally supported, change happens. The
manifestation of the higher pattern influence is
enabled and you then bring all of that creativeness
into consciousness and you manifest that in the
different ways around you.

We would ask you to bring this back into full
embodiment within your light body system here. It
may be a conscious intention that is needed for you
to follow this and the sensation will become
apparent to you of the shift.

Momentarily you will be experiencing being present
in different places on your planet. Experience
yourself as this energy light vehicle, expanding from
the central core of you, emitting energy and
intention of balance, restoring to the infinite pattern
of Creation with pure intention.

You are one of many who came to Earth to exist and
to engage the incoming flow of light radiance – so
experience this.

You have allowed that energy to connect in with the
overall
energetic
matrix
of
conditioning
consciousness and you have drawn energy in from
the higher manifesting energy system. The
presence of this Station of Light exists in that outer
field of consciousness.
So, this pattern that you have been receiving is for
you to deeply experience it and acknowledge it and
acknowledge the different support systems that are
available to you.

In this space, in this receiving area space of the
Station, you are perfectly balanced and attuned and
for this we have presented you many times into the
Station. Therefore, every time you re-enter this
energetic space you become again refreshed and
attuned, cleared in every way appropriate for you.

I conclude this aspect of the transmission to you

Orem out “

Thank you Orem.
Lani again and I am here amongst you, aware of all
of this change in my light energy body here. I am
feeling the amazing energy within my form and as
you will be doing this also, I now take you back to
your physical body.
It is time to integrate all of this magnificent energy
into every cell in your body. Perhaps you see it as a
flow going through your body, just as we have flows
of energy, flows of blood, flows of lymph system and
even through the nerves, all of those will be taking
in this pattern of energy.
Therefore, with you being connected I can now
close the Omega Communications Portal ending
this particular transmission and I ask you now to
take in a deep breath, open your eyes and be fully
oriented in the present moment in your
surroundings.
You may feel you have taken in something like a
most delicious meal! Something absolutely suiting
you, for your requirements, so I leave you now until
we are next called together, for the next unfoldment
to come.
Thank you

Lani

Again you may have recognised the companions
who come to greet you in this Station of Light. Some
of those represent different aspects of your initial
Light Being and these may exist in many different
dimensions, because there is no limit when you are
experiencing that other existence – the greater
existence that you have. Embracing it all achieves
some of the objectives you may have had for
yourself and for others.
You will be feeling in this short space that you are
gathering in specific elements for you.
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